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Production scales
				
					
						Production scales


						Our PML 4000 and IBK industrial laboratory scales are specially designed for production use in industry: electronics, bottle filling and inspection, metallurgy and manufacturing, mechanical production, pharmaceuticals, chemicals…

They can be connected to a wide range of peripherals that can be used in an industrial workstation: printers, scanners, repeaters, etc. and are equipped with a stainless-steel platform.

	IBK scales: Available in capacities from 12kg to 34kg and with an accuracy of 1 to 1g, these scales provide the fine precision of Class II. This performance and stability are enhanced by the SCS self-calibration system.
	PML 4000 scales: Available for capacities from 10kg to 5kg and an accuracy of 0.01 to 0.1g, these scales have the following functions: weighing, counting, checkweighing, percentage weighing, dosing, density calculation, animal weighing, unit conversion, statistics, peak/hold.
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    The other products in the range 
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                        Laboratory Checkweighing Scales

                        
                        Our BJ and PML 1000 portable laboratory scales are specially [...]
                        

                        See more
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                        Analytical scales and desiccators

                        
                        Our laboratory scales are designed for easy operation and result [...]
                        

                        See more
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